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gradescope
Gradescope is the leading assessment and feedback platform that helps scale your high-demand
STEM, Economics, and Business courses. Leveraging digital rubrics and AI, we have helped over 600
universities and 10,000 instructors cut grading times by up to 80%, increase grading consistency and
quality of feedback, and dramatically improve instructor/TA workflow vs. traditional grading.

Gradescope Impact
DRAMATICALLY CUT GRADING TIME

SCALE PERSONALIZED AND PROMPT FEEDBACK

Gradescope’s AI-assisted grading and flexible rubrics
reduce time spent on grading, so they can spend
more time teaching.

Enable instructors to promptly provide individualized,
actionable, and formative feedback to students,
increasing learning outcomes and retention.

“Gradescope is a game changer. In large enrollment
classes with multiple TAs, it is much easier now to have
graders work in parallel grading homework and exams.”

“Gradescope is rocket fuel for grading. My students love
getting feedback just a few hours after their quizzes — a
pace I can only achieve with Gradescope.”

– Phill Conrad, UCSB

– Warren Hoburg, MIT

UNDERSTAND LEARNING TRENDS

REDUCE BIAS AND INCREASE CONSISTENCY

Get per-question and per-rubric item statistics to
identify gaps in knowledge and help instructors
modify content and administrators evaluate
course trends.

By anonymizing answers and creating a consistent
rubric across graders, university leaders can take
an active role in creating an anti-bias learning
environment.

“The best thing is having the scoring details online. This
lets us share more with the students. And later, we can
analyze how well the questions worked, when we are not
in the middle of the grading rush.”

“You can review all grades across the class and decide
whether you think the grading has been fair and review
everything, make changes, etc., before publishing
grades to students.”

– Cliff Shaffer, Virginia Tech

– Jennie D’Ambroise, SUNY

Gradescope digitizes the grading process to
help you scale your fastest growing programs

HOW DOES
IT WORK?
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DIGITALLY
COLLECT AND
UPLOAD WORK

GRADE
ONLINE FROM
ANYWHERE

EASILY PROVIDE
ACCURATE
FEEDBACK

RECEIVE
POWERFUL
REPORTING

Quickly scan
work from tests,
homework, and
quizzes into the
Gradescope
platform and
integrate into
your LMS

Grade efficiently
and consistently
using AI,
autograding, and
digital rubrics for
surprisingly fast
evaluations

Digitally send
assessments
back to students
with helpful
and timely
feedback for
better learning
outcomes

Get real time
detailed reports on
students, courses,
and departments
to help manage
student
competencies and
teaching impact

GRADESCOPE BY THE NUMBERS
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GRADESCOPE IS USED BY 600 INSTITUTIONS AND GROWING, INCLUDING:

To learn more about how to scale assessment and feedback
with Gradescope, contact us at sales@gradescope.com

